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Let the Markets Alone!  

Self-Interested Butchers and Why Laissez-faire Shook the 

World.   

 When a concept named laissez-faire (a market-system free of government 

intervention) was argued for in the 18th century, dictatorial market-oversight faced the 

greatest threat it had ever encountered. Laissez-faire took hold of the upper echelon’s 

minds due in no small part to a Scottish philosopher named Adam Smith (1723-1790). 

In his book, “The Wealth of Nation,” Smith posited three points: 1) A free-market 

benefits both the poor and rich 2) Everyone pursuing their own self-interest is what the 

free-market needs to function properly and 3) The implementation of a free-market not 

only keeps society alive, it is a sign of people successfully adapting to the daily threats of 

existence. 

 To understand why laissez-faire became relevant in the 18th century, an 

examination of three subjects are required: 1) Past economic societies 2) The inner 

workings of laissez-faire and 3) How the philosophy of “letting the market be” could be 

reasonably intertwined with existing systems.  

 Since ancient times, most societies were under the rule of a dictator. Systems and 

programs within these communities were controlled by this overseer of all. The sole 

ruler’s omnipresence in daily life was a reaction against the deadly elements of a cruel 

world. During a time of fledgling civilizations, dictatorship was a method of survival.  
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 Before the blossoming of modern democracies, two types of economic systems 

ruled the day: 1) Traditional and 2) Centralized. Both of these systems had no need for 

economists to interpret their inner workings, because the rules were simple.  

 In a centralized system, economic command is in the hands of one person like a 

pharaoh or a queen. The person with the fanciest headdress decided which projects to 

channel money into. There were no ancient entrepreneurs who decided to launch 

ambitious pyramid building businesses. That was a decision for the ruler to decide.    1

 Traditional systems centered around trades being passed on to one’s offspring. If 

one was born into a middle class family then they were given a middle class job and to 

refuse was to disrupt societies chances of survival. The action of a single individual 

affected society exponentially faster in ancient times. There was no excess of people in 

Ancient Mesopotamia; therefore, if a bunch of boys decided at the same time to write 

books instead of plow the land then their society quickly faced extinction. In reality, the 

offspring worked the jobs handed down to them and to do otherwise was considered 

sacrilege.  

  

 Heilbroner, Robert (1967). The Worldly Philosophers. pg. 17-181
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  Traditional systems have a loyalty to past traditions. Marriage  
  is restricted to social circles and social mobility is low. There is a  
  heavy emphasis on agricultural work and family ties are strong.  

 Contrary to popular assumption, the average person striving for more than is 

needed is a new cultural phenomenon.  In fact, if a person in the lower or middle class 2

made a profit off their neighbor the former was viewed as a sinner. This way of thinking 

was spurred on by ancient philosophers like Aristotle, Plato and Epicurus (all born into 

wealthy families) focusing on subjects of life, morals, God and truth instead of money 

matters.  

 When Aristotle did talk of money, he labeled transactions between buyer and 

seller as “natural” when the buyer made enough to keep surviving. “Unnatural” 

transactions occurred when the buyer made more money than his needs required.  Plato 3

wrote that a person could preserve their psyche by practicing restraint in areas such as 

 Heilbroner, Robert. The Worldly Philosophers. (1967) pg. 212

 Wikipedia. Ancient Economic Thought - Aristotle. Web. 3
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wealth accumulation.  When Plato did foray deeper into the subject of money, like in his 4

book, The Republic (approx. 380 BCE), he argues that an ideal society would be a 

communist one. He writes that private ownership of things leads to people being 

dissatisfied with what they own due to their neighbors having more than them which in 

turn leads to unease and crime. Plato ends the book by noting that it is against human 

nature to not covet things; therefore, he writes that communism is idealistic and not 

realistic.  

 The ancient philosophers left money matters for the state to stress over and for 

the Gods to one day reveal. While there were the occasional lower and middle class 

people that pursued wealth and climbed the social ladder, this was a rarity. During a 

time characterized by constant warfare, famines and fear of the unknown, middle and 

lower classes weren’t focused on making money nearly as much as surviving the week. 

Until the road to wealth became more traveled by all classes, Aristotle’s claim that “from 

birth, some are meant to labor and others are meant to lead,” was cemented in 

European culture.  

 The New Testament contains the text, “love of money is the root of all evil.” This 

attitude was spread by the church during the European Middle Ages (5th-15th century), 

when both philosophical and technological advance slowed in the area. When the 

church took power of Europe it preached about immorality constantly and converted the 

masses into heaven-and-hell believers. With Earth as only a prelude to more important 

matters, the middle and lower classes refrained from pursuing monetary advantage.  

 Wikipedia. Ancient Economic Thought - Plato. Web. 4
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 Charging interest was seen as deplorable. If a person lost their goods in a storm 

at sea they were expected to maintain current prices as if they hadn’t taken a financial 

setback.  Work became an end in itself instead of a means to an end; therefore, slow 5

agonizing labor was preferred over a more expedient method.  People accepted this 6

lifestyle, because even if one became wretched during their “Earth-situation” it was only 

a prelude to bigger and better things.  

  

  

 Economic thought flourished during the Islamic Golden Age     
 (8-13 century), but cooled considerably after Mongol armies sacked    
 the city of Baghdad (1258 CE) which was once a shining beacon  
 of intellectual thought.   
  

 Attitudes toward wealth slowly changed beginning with the Age of Discovery 

(Late 15th-18th century). Suddenly a poor man had a chance to leave the vicinity of his 

local parish, go to where the jobs were and make his riches abroad. He was given 

 Heilbroner, Robert. The Worldly Philosophers. (1967) pg. 205

 Heilbroner, Robert. The Worldly Philosophers. (1967) pg. 266
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permission to do so by the Kings, Queens and Popes of the day. What initiated this 

change in attitudes were exotic new goods being brought from the Americas and the 

various spices that came along the Silk Road. Sir Francis Drake’s circumnavigation 

around the globe brought back enough wealth to wipe out England’s entire debt. These 

dangerous and several year long voyages needed incentives to attract laborers; 

therefore, spoils were promised to the explorers.  

 

    

  Above and below: Effects of the Age of Discovery.   
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 The Renaissance (14th-17th century), The Scientific Revolution (1543-Late 18th 

century) and The Enlightenment (18th century) were led by artists, scientists and 

philosophers, who viewed life differently than both the church and state. In doing so the 

duo’s monopoly on critical thinking was challenged. Life on Earth took on greater 

meaning as more people questioned what they were told to do.  

 The Protestants broke off from Christianity in 1517, and its followers (especially 

the Calvinists) believed that accumulating wealth via hard work was a blessing from 

God. Therefore, people that failed in money matters were cursed went the Calvinist 

credo.  Since the Calvinists rejected luxury, they reinvested their profits into their 7

businesses and paid their employees higher wages. When the idea of laissez-faire arose 

in the 18th century it was not labeled as heretical and treasonous but in line with the 

new and unorthodox ideas of the period.   

 Weber, Max. The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. (1905) pg. 69-707
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“Time is Money.” - Benjamin Franklin in his book, Advice to a Young Tradesman 
(1748). Benjamin Franklin was not only teaching about how money made now was 
worth more than money made later; he was spreading the philosophy that making 
money was one’s duty - a complete reversal of previous centuries attitudes toward 
wealth accumulation. 

 Adam Smith’s book, “The Wealth of Nations,” published in 1776, describes how a 

“market-system” had been born out of this eruption of fresh thinking and new 

technology. This system arose as a natural reaction to people becoming better able to 

adapt to and live with famines, disease and turbulent weather. Now that lower and 

middle class peoples could explore other jobs without putting their community’s fate at 

risk, chasing wages, instead of chasing food, should become the daily norm Smith 

argued.  

 Chasing wages became a new channel for the everyman’s inner warrior. The 

market system harnessed his competitive and adventure-seeking nature and channeled 

it toward society. Along the way to society this energy became saddled with positive 

benefits that spread throughout the community and beyond. 

 Smith pointed out that man seeking riches for himself was the heart of the 

market system that pumped goods and services to society. This self-interested business, 

he wrote, isn’t nasty, it’s harmonic. Harmonic because it’s how societies needs are best 
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fulfilled. Society got the goods it needed quickly not because of government controlling 

the markets via regulations, tariffs and guilds but because of self-seeking individuals.  

Worker Guilds set the rules for how all workers in a certain industry were to make their 
materials. A shirt maker was forbidden from making his goods out of cloth if the guild 
commanded that shirts be made out of wool. To go against the rules was considered a 
threat to societies survival.  

 It sounds bizarre to think that pursuing one’s desires is what’s best for the 

community. Back in 16th century England such acting-out would led to whippings. 

During the European Middle Ages, serfs were agriculture laborers forced to stay and 

work on their feudal master’s land. Peasants were ordered to remain close to their 

parishes, and if they wandered off too far were punished. Smith argued that letting 

people choose jobs was how society was best served.  
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In feudal societies (5-15th century CE), peasants and serfs regularly worked and lived on 
a vassal’s or lord’s lands. They worked in return for protection, food and shelter. They 
were rarely paid and were usually confined to live on that land.   

 To prove his case, Smith has his readers envision a booming glove market. There 

is an increased demand for gloves and not enough gloves to satisfy the want; therefore, 

glove prices increase. At the same time there are job openings for glove laborers, 

because more laborers are needed to make more gloves. Glove-making wages increase to 

attract laborers. Extra laborers naturally stream into the industry, lured by the financial 

incentive. With more laborers more gloves are produced. The increased demand for 

gloves is now satisfied. The public got what it wanted, because laborers were allowed to 

follow their own self-interest and chase the high wages offered by the glove market. The 
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laborers, producers and consumers all got what they wanted without government 

stepping in.   8

 Smith noted that greed in the form of manufacturers charging exorbitant prices 

could erupt due to less government regulation. Smith explained that the market-system 

would self-correct as a response to this ailment. Competition, Smith argued, keeps 

prices down. If company A starts charging high prices then their competitor, company 

B, would benefit from company A’s greed. Company B could simply keep their prices 

lower than A’s, and soon all the consumers would be flocking to Company B. Eventually, 

Company A would have to lower their prices to stay in the game. 

 Competition also undoes secret pacts made between companies to charge high 

prices. Eventually an outsider would enter the same industry and charge lower prices 

than the others. Relieved customers would flock to the new company on the block and 

the secret pact would quickly dissolve. The beauty of laissez-faire was that the public’s 

demands were like a gushing river that no business could fight against. A business had 

to go with the flow of society’s course or watch from the sidelines.   

“No society can surely be flourishing and happy, of 
which the far greater part of the members are poor 
and miserable.” - Adam Smith  

 Heilbroner, Robert. The Worldly Philosophers. (1967) pg 50-518
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 Smith proved to the world that many societies had already outgrown what were 

once necessary traditional and centralized economic systems. Smith wanted 

governments to adapt laissez-faire elements so that the welfare of all citizens multiplied. 

Subconsciously governments were slowly acclimating to the free-market concept 

through preceding centuries of public defiance to their rules. Smith helped laissez-faire 

gain relevance not because he supported it one-sidedly, but because he supported its 

less radical cousin - the mixed economy.  

 Mixed economy is a combination of free-market and government regulation. 

Smith believed that government regulation in some areas of the economy was necessary; 

for example, he believed that factories would rob men of their creative abilities unless 

the government stepped in.  Another example of his favoring government intervention 9

was when the government stepped in to aid workers. Smith named such actions, “always 

just and equitable.”  Laissez-faire was accepted on the ground that it was the antithesis 10

to the centralized economy, and the conflict between the two concepts was bound to 

result in a more acceptable one. The synthetic result was the mixed economy. 

 Heilbroner, Robert. The Worldly Philosophers. (1967) pg. 629

 Smith, Adam. Wealth of Nations. (1776) pg. 16810
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 In the late 18th century, laissez-faire’s biggest advocates were the capitalists. 

Factories were starting to appear throughout Europe - ominous signs of the wretched 

working conditions that encapsulated 19th century industrialism. Children as young as 

eight would be chained to machines to increase work production, subsistent wages 

would be paid out and 16 hour work days required. Corporations would become so big 

that they wouldn’t be affected by competition; they could act the unyielding boulder 

obstructing the direction of societies needs. The government wanted to regulate 

booming industries for these reasons, but the capitalists used laissez-faire as an 

argument against outside interference.   

 The capitalists disregarded Smith’s words that industrialists generally want to 

deceive the public. Instead they focused solely on Smith’s theory that government 

intervention in economic affairs led to the public not getting what it wanted fast enough. 

The industrialists were successful in keeping government out of their crude affairs for 

decades. During the 19th century, laissez-faire was at the height of its power.   

 By the early 20th century, laissez-faire was watered down, as it became evident 

that governments needed to take their hands out of their pockets to break up 
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monopolies and improve labor conditions. The free-market was exploited by man’s 

greed as Plato would have predicted, and the reins were pulled in during a time when oil 

tycoon, John D. Rockefeller, had a net worth equivalent to $700 billion. Today, the US 

government regulates areas such as advertising (keeping companies honest about 

products), employment and labor (the largest of government business regulation) and 

the environment.  11

 Laissez-faire was significant during Adam Smith’s time due to simple economic 

systems being in place for thousands of years. These simple systems were survival 

mechanisms to combat the threat of death constantly looming over ancient societies. 

Entrenched within these societies were scornful attitudes toward lower classes pursuing 

wealth. Slowly, as new worlds were discovered and technology improved, a new method 

of survival was born - the market system.  

 The nutrients needed to keep the system alive and running were self-interested 

laborers. This was another startling reveal, because economic systems of old used to 

emphasize the dictator who controlled the levers as the most important factor in the 

system, not the average workingman. Laissez-faire flipped the guardians of old on their 

sides but not on their heads. Old economic systems acquired laissez-faire concepts to 

become mixed-markets. 

 Laissez-faire has remained a large part of many countries economic systems, 

because of the concepts human-behavioral philosophy that centers around the notion 

that, in the words of Adam Smith, “It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the 

 Holt, Mitchell. Five areas of government regulation of business. (2017) Web. 11
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brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own 

interest.”  The butcher works for wages, not for societies well-being, and that is exactly 

why, in a laissez-faire sense, society gets what it wants and more. 
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